
ELD Language Domains
Grade 5 Quarter 1
Subject Social Studies
Priority Standard (5.H.3.A.
b) Describe the impact of migration on immigrants and the United States c. 1800-2000.

Domain/Level 1 2 3 4 5 Content Vocabulary Academic Vocabulary
The student can...

Listening

Listen to and understand 
an idea within
words, phrases, or 
chunks of language

Listen to and understand 
an idea with details.

Listen to and 
understand related 
ideas

Understand connected 
oral discourse with a
variety of sentences.

Understand cohesive and 
organized related
ideas spoken orally.

Expansion Migration 
Immigrants Manifest 
Destiny

Outline Describe 
Illustrate Examine 
Investigate Evaluate

Speaking
Use general content-
related words when
speaking

Use general content 
words and expressions
when speaking

Use specific content 
language including
cognates and 
expressions when 
speaking

Use specific and some 
technical content-area
language when 
speaking

Use technical and 
abstract content-area
language, including 
content-specific 
collocations when 
speaking

and other vocabulary as needed

Reading

Read and understand an 
idea within words,
phrases, or chunks of 
language within a text.

Read and understand an 
idea with details
within a text.

Understand related 
ideas within a text.

Understand text with 
connected discourse
with a variety of 
sentences.

Understand cohesive and 
organized related
ideas within a text.

Writing

Use words, phrases, or 
chunks of language
when writing 
independently

Use phrases or short 
sentences when writing
independently

Use short and some 
expanded sentences 
with
emerging complexity 
when writing 
independently

Use short, expanded, 
and some complex
sentences when writing 
independently

Use multiple, complex 
sentences when writing
independently

Language Structure Identify basic describing 
words (adjectives) Identify and use adjectives and adverbs in oral and written communication



ELD Language Domains
Grade 5 Quarter 1

Subject Social Studies
Priority Standard (5.H.B) Examine cultural interactions and conflicts among native Americans, European Americans, and African Americans from c.1800-2000.

Domain/Level 1 2 3 4 5 Content Vocabulary
Academic 
Vocabulary

The student can...

Listening

Understand oral 
language including 
general
content-related words

Understand oral 
language including 
general
content words and 
expressions including 
cognates

Understand oral language 
including specific
content language, 
including expressions

Understand oral language 
including specific
and some technical content-
area language

Understand oral language 
including technical
and abstract content-area 
language, including content-
specific collocations

Expansion Migration 
Immigrants Manifest 
Destiny

Outline Describe 
Define Examine 
Investigate

Speaking
Use general content-
related words when
speaking

Use general content 
words and expressions
when speaking

Use specific content 
language including
cognates and expressions 
when speaking

Use specific and some 
technical content-area
language when speaking

Use technical and abstract 
content-area
language, including content-
specific collocations when 
speaking

Reading
Read and understand 
text with general
content-related words

Read and understand 
text with general
content words and 
expressions including 
cognates

Read and understand text 
with specific
content language, 
including expressions

Read and understand text 
with specific and
some technical content-area 
language

Read and understand text 
with technical and
abstract content-area 
language, including content-
specific collocations

Writing

Use phrase-level 
grammatical structures 
when
writing independently

Use formulaic 
grammatical structures 
when
writing independently

Use repetitive 
grammatical structures 
with
occasional variation when 
writing independently

Use a variety of 
grammatical structures 
when
writing independently

Use a variety of 
grammatical structures
matched to purpose when 
writing independently

Language Structure Identify basic describing 
words (adjectives) Identify and use adjectives and adverbs in oral and written communication



ELD Language Domains
Grade 5 Quarter 1
Subject Social Studies

Priority Standard (5.H.3.F) Investigate the causes and consequences of westward expansion, including the Texas and Mexican War, Oregon Territory, California Gold Rush (Later examples might include expansion into Hawaii, the 
Phillippines, Puerto Rico)

Domain/Level 2 3 4 5 Content Vocabulary Academic 
Vocabulary

The student can...

Listening

Listen to and understand an idea 
within
words, phrases, or chunks of 
language

Listen to and understand an 
idea with details.

Listen to and understand 
related ideas

Understand connected oral 
discourse with a
variety of sentences.

Understand cohesive and 
organized related
ideas spoken orally.

Expansion Migration 
Immigrants Manifest 
Destiny

Outline Describe 
Define Examine 
Investigate

Speaking
Use words, phrases, or chunks of 
language
when speaking

Use phrases or short sentences 
when speaking

Use short and some 
expanded sentences with
emerging complexity 
when speaking

Use short, expanded, and 
some complex
sentences when speaking

Use multiple, complex 
sentences when
speaking

Reading

Read and understand an idea within 
words,
phrases, or chunks of language within 
a text.

Read and understand an idea 
with details
within a text.

Understand related ideas 
within a text.

Understand text with 
connected discourse
with a variety of sentences.

Understand cohesive and 
organized related
ideas within a text.

Writing Use general content-related words 
when writing

Use general content words and 
expressions
when writing independently

Use specific content 
language including
cognates and 
expressions when writing 
independently

Use specific and some 
technical content-area
language when writing 
independently

Use technical and abstract 
content-area
language, including content-
specific collocations when 
writing independently

Language Structure Identify prepositions of place and use 
orally Identify prepositions and conjunctions and use in oral and written communication



ELD Language Domains
Grade 5 Quarter 2
Subject Social Studies
Priority Standard (5.H.3.G) Identify political,economic and social causes and consequences of the Civil War and Reconstruction.
Domain/Level 1 2 3 4 5 Content Vocabulary Academic Vocabulary
The student can...

Listening

Understand oral 
language including 
general
content-related words

Understand oral 
language including 
general
content words and 
expressions including 
cognates

Understand oral 
language including 
specific
content language, 
including expressions

Understand oral 
language including 
specific
and some technical 
content-area language

Understand oral language 
including technical
and abstract content-area 
language, including content-
specific collocations

Legitimate authorities
Describe, Analyze, 
Define, Specify, 
Comprehend 

Speaking
Use general content-
related words when
speaking

Use general content 
words and 
expressions
when speaking

Use specific content 
language including
cognates and 
expressions when 
speaking

Use specific and some 
technical content-area
language when 
speaking

Use technical and abstract 
content-area
language, including content-
specific collocations when 
speaking

Reading
Read and understand 
text with general
content-related words

Read and understand 
text with general
content words and 
expressions including 
cognates

Read and understand 
text with specific
content language, 
including expressions

Read and understand 
text with specific and
some technical content-
area language

Read and understand text 
with technical and
abstract content-area 
language, including content-
specific collocations

Writing
Use general content-
related words when 
writing

Use general content 
words and 
expressions
when writing 
independently

Use specific content 
language including
cognates and 
expressions when 
writing independently

Use specific and some 
technical content-area
language when writing 
independently

Use technical and abstract 
content-area
language, including content-
specific collocations when 
writing independently

Language Structure Identify prepositions of 
place and use orally Identify prepositions and conjunctions and use in oral and written communication



ELD Language Domains
Grade 5 Quarter 2
Subject Social Studies
Priority Standard (5.H.3.I.) Identify political, economic, and social causes and consequences of World War I and WWII on the United States.
Domain/Level 1 2 3 4 5 Content Vocabulary Academic Vocabulary
The student can...

Listening
Understand oral language 
including general
content-related words

Understand oral language 
including general
content words and 
expressions including 
cognates

Understand oral language 
including specific
content language, 
including expressions

Understand oral 
language including 
specific
and some technical 
content-area language

Understand oral language 
including technical
and abstract content-area 
language, including content-
specific collocations

Legitimate authorities
Describe, Analyze, 
Define, Specify, 
Comprehend

Speaking
Use general content-related 
words when
speaking

Use general content words 
and expressions
when speaking

Use specific content 
language including
cognates and expressions 
when speaking

Use specific and some 
technical content-area
language when speaking

Use technical and abstract 
content-area
language, including content-
specific collocations when 
speaking

Reading
Read and understand text with 
general
content-related words

Read and understand text 
with general
content words and 
expressions including 
cognates

Read and understand text 
with specific
content language, 
including expressions

Read and understand 
text with specific and
some technical content-
area language

Read and understand text 
with technical and
abstract content-area 
language, including content-
specific collocations

Writing Use general content-related 
words when writing

Use general content words 
and expressions
when writing independently

Use specific content 
language including
cognates and expressions 
when writing 
independently

Use specific and some 
technical content-area
language when writing 
independently

Uses technical and abstract 
content-area
language, including content-
specific collocations when 
writing independently

Language Structure Identify prepositions of place 
and use orally Identify prepositions and conjunctions and use in oral and written communication



ELD Language Domains
Grade 5 Quarter 2
Subject Social Studies
Priority Standard (5.H.3.I.
b) Identify political, economic, and social causes and consequences of the Cold War on the United States.

Domain/Level 1 2 3 4 5 Content Vocabulary Academic 
Vocabulary

The student can...

Listening
Understand oral language 
including general
content-related words

Understand oral language 
including general
content words and expressions 
including cognates

Understand oral language 
including specific
content language, including 
expressions

Understand oral language 
including specific
and some technical content-
area language

Understand oral language 
including technical
and abstract content-area 
language, including content-
specific collocations

Legitimate 
authorities

Describe, Analyze, 
Define, Specify, 
Comprehend 

Speaking
Use general content-related 
words when
speaking

Use general content words and 
expressions
when speaking

Use specific content language 
including
cognates and expressions when 
speaking

Use specific and some 
technical content-area
language when speaking

Use technical and abstract 
content-area
language, including content-
specific collocations when 
speaking

and other vocabulary as needed

Reading
Read and understand text with 
general
content-related words

Read and understand text with 
general
content words and expressions 
including cognates

Read and understand text with 
specific
content language, including 
expressions

Read and understand text 
with specific and
some technical content-area 
language

Read and understand text with 
technical and
abstract content-area language, 
including content-specific 
collocations

Writing Use general content-related 
words when writing

Use general content words and 
expressions
when writing independently

Use specific content language 
including
cognates and expressions when 
writing independently

Use specific and some 
technical content-area
language when writing 
independently

Use technical and abstract 
content-area
language, including content-
specific collocations when 
writing independently

Language Structure

Identify 8 (I, you, he, she, it, we, 
you plural, they) subject 
pronouns and use correctly in 
speaking and basic writing

Identify, define and use subject 
and object pronouns correctly in 
speaking and writing

Identify, define and use subject, object and possessive pronouns 
correctly in speaking and writing



ELD Language Domains
Grade 5 Quarter 2
Subject Social Studies
Priority Standard (5.
GS.2.B) Analyze peaceful resolution of disputes by courts or other legitimate authorities in U.S. history from 1800 – 2000.

Domain/Level 1 2 3 4 5 Content Vocabulary Academic Vocabulary
The student can...

Listening

Student can listen to and 
understand an idea within
words, phrases, or chunks of 
language

Student can listen to and understand an 
idea with details.

Student can listen to and 
understand related ideas

Student can understand 
connected oral discourse 
with a
variety of sentences.

Student can understand 
cohesive and organized related
ideas spoken orally.

Legitimate authorities
Describe, Analyze, 
Evaluate, Justify, 
Summarize

Speaking
Student uses general content-
related words when
speaking

Student uses general content words and 
expressions
when speaking

Student uses specific 
content language including
cognates and expressions 
when speaking

Student uses specific and 
some technical content-
area
language when speaking

Student uses technical and 
abstract content-area
language, including content-
specific collocations when 
speaking

Reading

Student can read and 
understand an idea within 
words,
phrases, or chunks of 
language within a text.

Student can read and understand an 
idea with details
within a text.

Student can understand 
related ideas within a text.

Student can understand 
text with connected 
discourse
with a variety of sentences.

Student can understand 
cohesive and organized related
ideas within a text.

Writing
Students use words, phrases, 
or chunks of language
when writing independently

Students use phrases or short 
sentences when writing
independently

Students use short and 
some expanded sentences 
with
emerging complexity when 
writing independently

Students use short, 
expanded, and some 
complex
sentences when writing 
independently

Students use multiple, complex 
sentences when writing
independently

Language Structure

Identify 8 (I, you, he, she, it, 
we, you plural, they) subject 
pronouns and use correctly in 
speaking and basic writing

Identify, define and use subject and 
object pronouns correctly in speaking 
and writing

Identify, define and use subject, object and possessive 
pronouns correctly in speaking and writing

Identify, define and use subject, 
object, possessive and reflexive 
pronouns correctly in speaking 
and writing



ELD Language Domains
Grade 5 Quarter 3
Subject Social Studies

Priority Standard (5.E.4.A) Explain how scarcity, supply and demand, opportunity costs, income, labor, wages and other economic concepts affect our nation’s past, present 
and future.

Domain/Level 1 2 3 4 5 Content 
Vocabulary

Academic 
Vocabulary

The student can...

Listening

Student can listen to and 
understand an idea within
words, phrases, or 
chunks of language

Student can listen 
to and understand 
an idea with details.

Student can listen 
to and understand 
related ideas

Student can 
understand 
connected oral 
discourse with a
variety of 
sentences.

Student can 
understand 
cohesive and 
organized related
ideas spoken 
orally.

Great Depression 
Scarcity Supply 
and demand 
Opportunity cost 
Income Labor 
Wages

Identify, Explain, 
Causes, 
Consequences, 
Analyze 

Speaking

Student uses general 
content-related words 
when
speaking

Student uses 
general content 
words and 
expressions
when speaking

Student uses 
specific content 
language including
cognates and 
expressions when 
speaking

Student uses 
specific and 
some technical 
content-area
language when 
speaking

Student uses 
technical and 
abstract content-
area
language, including 
content-specific 
collocations when 
speaking

Reading

Student can read and 
understand an idea within 
words,
phrases, or chunks of 
language within a text.

Student can read 
and understand an 
idea with details
within a text.

Student can 
understand related 
ideas within a text.

Student can 
understand text 
with connected 
discourse
with a variety of 
sentences.

Student can 
understand 
cohesive and 
organized related
ideas within a text.

Writing

Students use words, 
phrases, or chunks of 
language
when writing 
independently

Students use 
phrases or short 
sentences when 
writing
independently

Students use short 
and some 
expanded 
sentences with
emerging 
complexity when 
writing 
independently

Students use 
short, expanded, 
and some 
complex
sentences when 
writing 
independently

Students use 
multiple, complex 
sentences when 
writing
independently

Language Structure
Use present and past 
verbs correctly in 
speaking

Use present and 
past tense verbs 
correctly in 
speaking and 
writing

Use and correct verb tenses in speaking and in writing



ELD Language Domains
Grade 5 Quarter 3
Subject Social Studies
Priority Standard (5.E.4.D.
a) Explain the factors, past and present, that influence changes in our nation’s economy; (e;g; technology, movement of people, resources, etc.).

Domain/Level 1 2 3 4 5 Content Vocabulary Academic 
Vocabulary

The student can...

Listening

Student can listen to and 
understand an idea within
words, phrases, or 
chunks of language

Student can listen to and 
understand an idea with 
details.

Student can listen to and 
understand related ideas

Student can understand 
connected oral discourse 
with a
variety of sentences.

Student can understand 
cohesive and organized 
related
ideas spoken orally.

Great Depression Scarcity 
Supply and demand 
Opportunity cost Income 
Labor Wages

Identify, Explain, 
Causes, 
Consequences, 
Evaluate

Speaking

Student uses general 
content-related words 
when
speaking

Student uses general 
content words and 
expressions
when speaking

Student uses specific content 
language including
cognates and expressions 
when speaking

Student uses specific and 
some technical content-
area
language when speaking

Student uses technical 
and abstract content-area
language, including 
content-specific 
collocations when 
speaking

Reading

Student can read and 
understand an idea within 
words,
phrases, or chunks of 
language within a text.

Student can read and 
understand an idea with 
details
within a text.

Student can understand 
related ideas within a text.

Student can understand text 
with connected discourse
with a variety of sentences.

Student can understand 
cohesive and organized 
related
ideas within a text.

Writing

Students use words, 
phrases, or chunks of 
language
when writing 
independently

Students use phrases or 
short sentences when 
writing
independently

Students use short and some 
expanded sentences with
emerging complexity when 
writing independently

Students use short, 
expanded, and some 
complex
sentences when writing 
independently

Students use multiple, 
complex sentences when 
writing
independently

Language Structure Produce basic sentences including a noun and a 
verb. 

Produce complex and 
compound sentences in 
writing. 

Produce a variety of complex sentences in writing.



ELD Language Domains
Grade 5 Quarter 4
Subject Social Studies
Priority Standard (5.RI.6.A.
b) Describe the cultural impact of migration on the immigrants and the United States c. 1800-2000.

Domain/Level 1 2 3 4 5 Content Vocabulary Academic 
Vocabulary

The student can...

Listening

Student can listen to and 
understand an idea within
words, phrases, or 
chunks of language

Student can listen to 
and understand an 
idea with details.

Student can listen to 
and understand 
related ideas

Student can understand 
connected oral discourse 
with a
variety of sentences.

Student can understand 
cohesive and organized 
related
ideas spoken orally.

Migration Immigrants 
Assimilation

Describe, Compare, 
Analyze, Support, 
Explain

Speaking

Student uses general 
content-related words 
when
speaking

Student uses general 
content words and 
expressions
when speaking

Student uses specific 
content language 
including
cognates and 
expressions when 
speaking

Student uses specific and 
some technical content-
area
language when speaking

Student uses technical 
and abstract content-area
language, including 
content-specific 
collocations when 
speaking

Reading

Student can read and 
understand an idea within 
words,
phrases, or chunks of 
language within a text.

Student can read and 
understand an idea 
with details
within a text.

Student can 
understand related 
ideas within a text.

Student can understand 
text with connected 
discourse
with a variety of 
sentences.

Student can understand 
cohesive and organized 
related
ideas within a text.

Writing

Students use words, 
phrases, or chunks of 
language
when writing 
independently

Students use phrases 
or short sentences 
when writing
independently

Students use short 
and some expanded 
sentences with
emerging complexity 
when writing 
independently

Students use short, 
expanded, and some 
complex
sentences when writing 
independently

Students use multiple, 
complex sentences when 
writing
independently

Language Structure Copy words, phrases, 
and short sentence

Complete and 
produce sentences 
from word/phrase 
banks or walls.  Fill in 
graphic organizers, 
charts, and tables.

Describe events, 
people, processes, 
procedures.

Summarize content based 
information.

Produce extended 
responses of original text 
approaching grade level.



ELD Language Domains
Grade 5 Quarter 4
Subject Social Studies
Priority Standard (5.RI.6.
E) Examine the changing roles among Native Americans, Immigrants, African Americans, women and others from 1800-2000.

Domain/Level 1 2 3 4 5 Content Vocabulary Academic Vocabulary
The student can...

Listening

Student can understand 
oral language including 
general
content-related words

Student can understand 
oral language including 
general
content words and 
expressions including 
cognates

Student can 
understand oral 
language including 
specific
content language, 
including expressions

Student can 
understand oral 
language including 
specific
and some technical 
content-area language

Student can understand oral 
language including technical
and abstract content-area language, 
including content-specific 
collocations

Migration Immigrants 
Assimilation

Describe, Compare, 
Analyze, Support, 
Explain

Speaking

Student uses general 
content-related words 
when
speaking

Student uses general 
content words and 
expressions
when speaking

Student uses specific 
content language 
including
cognates and 
expressions when 
speaking

Student uses specific 
and some technical 
content-area
language when 
speaking

Student uses technical and abstract 
content-area
language, including content-specific 
collocations when speaking

Reading

Student can read and 
understand text with 
general
content-related words

Student can read and 
understand text with 
general
content words and 
expressions including 
cognates

Student can read and 
understand text with 
specific
content language, 
including expressions

Student can read and 
understand text with 
specific and
some technical content-
area language

Student can read and understand 
text with technical and
abstract content-area language, 
including content-specific 
collocations

Writing

Student uses phrase-
level grammatical 
structures when
writing independently

Student uses formulaic 
grammatical structures 
when
writing independently

Student uses repetitive 
grammatical structures 
with
occasional variation 
when writing 
independently

Student uses a variety 
of grammatical 
structures when
writing independently

Student uses a variety of 
grammatical structures
matched to purpose when writing 
independently

Language Structure Copy words, phrases, 
and short sentence

Complete and produce 
sentences from 
word/phrase banks or 
walls.  Fill in graphic 
organizers, charts, and 
tables.

Describe events, 
people, processes, 
procedures.

Summarize content 
based information.

Produce extended responses of 
original text approaching grade 
level.


